LISSA Member Meeting
Thursday, February 11, 2016
[Next Meeting: Tuesday, March 15, 2016 @ 6pm]

I. Service Project – South Carolina State Library
SCSL is shifting their South Carolina Collection and is in need of some help. We will likely pick one or two days to help out, likely 9-noon on the chosen days with pizza provided for lunch. A few dates: March 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, or 19; April 2 or 23; May 21; June 11.

II. Service Project – SC DNR Archaeological Archive Flood Recovery Project
Volunteer at will for this service project; no plans are in the works as yet to schedule a LISSA group volunteer date. Great way to help with the 2015 Flood Recovery efforts in the area – see flyer on Facebook and Garnet Gate for more details.

III. TCL Exhibit
LISSA will be putting together an exhibit for Thomas Cooper Library to be installed in March. The officers have decided to form a committee that will organize, plan, and install the exhibit. If you would like to head the committee, or be a part of the project, please email Lindsay (rogillio@email.sc.edu) ASAP.

All LISSA members are encouraged to help out! We are in the planning and coordination stages at the moment, and more details will be announced soon.

IV. ALA SCOTY Award
We will be submitting our nomination for ALA Student Chapter of the Year in early March! The officers will put together the nomination form, and we should know the award winner by the end of March.

V. New Officers/Elections
Congratulations to Maria Rios, our newest LISSA officer! She will be teaming with Laura Kotti as the second social chair to take over when Amanda and Megan graduate. Also, remember that officer elections will take place in March!

VI. Upcoming Events:
a. Hot Cocoa Bar – Friday, Feb. 12 at 6pm in Davis 112.
b. Deckle Edge Literary Festival – Feb. 18-21 (Schedule: http://deckleedgesc.org/schedule/#/02-18-2016)
c. CALM event – Grants 101, Thursday, Feb. 25 at 6pm in Davis 112.
d. Passport to Hire – Tuesday, Mar. 22, 5:30-8pm in the School of Journalism.

VII. Guest Speaker – Dr. Heather Moorefield-Lang